


Your Spiritual “Secret Identity”

If you've been led to this guide, you've probably

spent much of your life feeling “different” from the

people around you. You may have been consid-

ered “too sensitive,” or just plain weird, by your

family, classmates, and coworkers. You may even

have wondered whether you somehow just got

dropped off on this planet, with no  instructions or

any indication when you'd get picked up again!

Deep inside yourself, you may have felt a sense

of something like a “secret identity”: a core

essence of yourself that is the real you, but is

locked away in some inner vault that's inaccessible to you. 

And if you're really self-aware, you also have inklings that this vault may be more like a treasure chest of 

knowledge and resources, not only about your identity, but about your real reason for being here, along 

with the resources to help you achieve that purpose and create a deeply satisfying life.

If only you could access and unlock this inner Treasure Vault, you'd have everything you need to suc-

ceed.

This guidebook is like the map to your inner Treasure Vault, where your “secret identity” plus your “mis-

sion papers” and “special equipment” are all stored.

Together, we'll follow the trail leading to the Master Key that opens up your inner Vault. 

This Key is your “secret identity,” your core essence, which many traditions call your Soul. The unique 

energetic patterns of your Soul, which I call your SoulPrint, will then unlock the rest of your treasures: 

your mission on Earth and your special gifts to accomplish it. 

And you'll also find new Empowerment: clarity on your particular challenges and struggles that you've ex-

perienced, plus specific ways to master those challenges and activate the gifts hidden within them—

which will literally turn your adversity into advantage. 
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Then I'll take you on a final, inner journey into your soul's Home Realm to find extra support and wisdom 

for your life here on Earth.  You’ll also have ways to go deeper to address your particular challenges and 

master your gifts so you can finally, fully BE, DO, and HAVE all that you came here for.

The good news right now:  while you are definitely “different,” you're not

crazy, weird, OR alone on Earth!

I've helped many different (I call them amazing!) souls like you discover their SoulPrints. Knowing their 

SoulPrint has been the truth that sets them free from pain and confusion and unlocks their remembrance 

of who they truly are as Divine beings choosing a purposeful life on Earth.

What you’ll get when you unlock  your SoulPrint's secret treasures:

● Spiritual Core Stability, as you embrace your core identity and start living from your spiritual 

truths, with strength to overpower outer pressures to conform

● Liberation from judgment of yourself and your past release from the church of Self-Improve-

ment

● Sense of belonging to your True Tribe based on the deep resonance of soul energy rather than

old-paradigm bonds of bloodline or heritage

● Clarity and momentum on your mission and the potential to update it if you choose

● Deep understanding of WHY you have experienced Earth life as you have

● New empowerment as you learn to master your challenges, and actually CHANGE the map your

SoulPrint created for this lifetime

Ready to claim those benefits and powers for yourself? 

Then let's start on your first journey, the one back to Spirit Realm Headquarters....

BTW, how do I know what happened there? Well, as a Modern Mystic and Unboxed Oracle, I weave     

together esoteric knowledge I have accessed by direct Spirit download with information I've learned from 

physical sources (which I’ve listed near the end of this guide so you can find them, too). 

Here's what I've received on how SoulPrints (including yours) are created.
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From Spirit to Earth: Shaping Your SoulPrint

Your life on Earth began long before you were born.

If you go back to the VERY beginning, you were

(and are) an eternal Spirit—an individuated energy

being that  is,  basically,  a drop in the Ocean of

Divine  Consciousness.

But that Spirit self—which many call the Higher Self

—is still far too vast to fit into the small, dense forms

of the physical plane. So, to experience physical

lifetimes with the intention of exploration, growth,

and enjoyment, your Spirit self released another

drop of energy essence: your Soul.

Your Soul is unbreakably connected to your Higher Self. But it is your Soul that travels through time and 

space, gaining experience, wisdom, and growth—often through pain and “mistakes” that require healing 

(which creates more wisdom and growth). While typical human souls incarnate from an Earth-based Soul

Realm, and have basic personal missions to learn and grow, your Soul had a different starting point. Your

personal Headquarters is a different Earth-connected Realm, home to other types of souls that can incar-

nate here. There are four of these Realms:
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In your most recent visit to your Headquarters, your Soul carefully selected a more global mission of ser-

vice to the planet, along with qualities and gifts from your Realm to best help you in your chosen mission.

These qualities start with a basic subtle-energy Blueprint, and foundational Guiding Principles. Then you 

add in a set of energies that will express your personal purpose, and gifts to fuel your purpose.

The most central Guiding Principle for your SoulPrint involves your fundamental attitude to human 

RULES. You're here to shake up those dysfunctional human systems and make them work better! Your 

Guiding Principles and relation to rules are your chosen avenue to accomplish this.

Your Blueprint, Guiding Principles, Purpose, and Gifts set the fundamental energy patterns of your     

SoulPrint. 

Now, hold on to your essence, because you're about to take the wild ride into INCARNATION!

Down to Earth: Through the Zone of Soul Fog

As your Soul descends to the physical plane and your

DNA-driven body, it travels through a place I call the

Zone of Soul Fog :-) because that's where things can

get foggy for you....

There's a reason for this Zone—it is meant to wipe

your  conscious  awareness  of  your  past-life

experiences and between-life agreements so that you

enter your new body “fresh,” ready to live as if for the

first time. It keeps your young, developing human

mind from being overwhelmed with energy/informa-

tion it cannot properly process.

And in the journey through this Zone, your Soul also locks the spiritual information you'll need later into 

your inner Vault. This includes your Blueprint, Guiding Principles, Mission, and Gifts,  plus cues to         

significant opportunities and connections you'll need to make throughout your life.
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However, this Zone has become more Foggy than it used to be, and that means:

1. You may have had useful Soul information wiped as well. 

2. Your access to your inner Vault may have been obstructed.

3. You started picking up the spiritual “baggage” that you'll carry into your lifetime.

What kinds of baggage?  Here’s a partial assortment:

● ancestral traumas

● karmic obligations

● negative beliefs

● binding agreements still in force from other lifetimes

● entity attachments

The result? 

You came in loaded up and weighed down before you could even start the race! And then you hit the 

challenges of this particular lifetime: social and cultural conditioning, traumatic experiences, relationship 

problems, illnesses or accidents.

If you don't regain access to your SoulPrint treasure vault, you can end up so entangled in the energetic 

and physical difficulties that your life completely bogs down in struggle and suffering.

But when you unlock your inner Vault and pull out the treasures hidden in your SoulPrint,              

struggle can end and success can finally begin.
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Now it's time to focus on the journey HERE, as an embodied Soul, with your personal mission, gifts, and 

issues to master. 

I've created a chart, which you’ll find on the next page, with all the crucial identifying qualities for each 

SoulPrint Realm. 

You may wish to print this chart so you can work with it as I suggest below.

● Take a moment to get quiet, ground yourself, and open up to your Soul's wisdom.

● Read through the chart, noting which qualities resonate most with you. Feel free to scribble, draw,

and add new ideas to the chart if you are inspired to do so!

● Review and observe which Realm has the most “hits” for you. 

● That Realm and that SoulPrint are YOU!

● Relax into this new knowledge and tune in to how your body, mind, and emotions respond to    

unlocking your inner Vault :-)

NOTE: You may find that you have “hits” in more than one Realm. We'll explore that in the next part of 

your journey.
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SoulPrints Made Simple!   

Realm ANGEL FAE/
Elemental

ET/
Starperson

WISE ONE

Energy
Blueprint

Kind, noble, gentle Playful, warm,
mischievous

Cool, detached, 
task-oriented

Serious, intense,
commanding

Guiding
Principles

Heal and serve; 
Love humanity; 
Follow the rules

Have fun; 
Love the Earth; 
Flout the rules

Fulfill the mission;
Love is a puzzle; 

Dismantle the rules

Teach and guide;
Love knowledge;

Reconsider the rules

Physical
Quali es

Beau ful faces, 
large bodies, 

loving & innocent
eyes

Can resemble
magical beings 

or animals, 
twinkling eyes

Atypical
 body build, 
simple style, 
unusual eyes

Long oval faces,
drama c style,

graying hair,
haun ng eyes

Gi s and
Purposes

Healing, 
service,

peacemaking,
counseling

Arts, 
entertainment,
environment,
animal rights

Raising human
consciousness,

technology, 
energy healing 

Teaching, 
mys cal arts, 
earth-based
spirituality

Earth Life
Challenges

Codependent
rela onships, guilt,

weight or health
issues, overgiving

Finances, addic ons, 
hot temper,
depression

Loneliness,
managing conflict,
difficulty bonding,

despair or cynicism

Fear/anxiety,
overcontrol,
sternness, 

past-life vows

Spiritual
Interference

Issues

Meddling spirits
(esp. demons, fallen
angels), ancestors,
earthbound souls,

cords/bindings,
past-life vows,

missing/inserted
soul fragments

Meddling spirits
(esp. hos le Fae,

Djinn), earthbound
souls, curses, 

cords, bindings, 
past-life karma,

missing/inserted
soul fragments

ET intruders,
devices, or implants,

miasms, 
past-life traumas 

or imprints, 
nega ve

though orms

Meddling spirits
(esp. Djinn, Fae,

demons),
earthbound souls,
curses, bindings,
past-life issues,

missing/inserted
soul fragments

SoulPrint
Empowering

Strategies 

Master energy
protec on and

boundaries, balance
giving and receiving,
accept help, release
rules, be physically

ac ve, play

Master manifes ng
techniques, spend

me in nature,
protect the

environment, 
laugh and play, 

detox and stay sober

Seek other
starpeople, allow

“dabbling,” be clear
about your mission,

enjoy uniqueness
and stop trying to

“fit in”

Explore past lives,
clear past-life vows
and traumas, use

words to manifest,
teach and model 
high principles, 
laugh and play

Examples Oprah Winfrey, 
Ben Affleck

Angelina Jolie,
Daniel Radcliffe

Keira Knightley,
Morgan Freeman

Salma Hayek,
Johnny Depp

Adapted and expanded by Susan Sinclair from Doreen Virtue's Realms of the Earth Angels.
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Living on Earth:

Putting Body, Mind & Soul Together

Now you know how your SoulPrint got “set” into your

physical body, and is now influencing your desires

and underlying your challenges. If you can clearly

identify a single Home Realm, great! It makes things

simpler :-)

But quite often I find that, especially recently, ad-

vanced or adventurous Souls (and that just might be

you) have begun incorporating energies from more

than one Realm. These Blended Souls have learned

the  power of synergy  in  creating  their  energy

blueprints. 

Just as physical hybrids or blends can combine the best qualities from both parents, Blended Souls can 

make highly effective combinations of qualities to best suit their purposes for their lives.

Wise Ones are especially adept at incorporating other Realm energies; they've learned (often the hard 

way) that human soul energy has limitations they wish to transcend this time around. 

But all the Realms have shown up as blends in my experience, and the combinations create fascinating 

new possibilities for powerful change agents!

Examples of common Blended SoulPrints include:

● Wise Angels—a blend of Angelic and Wise One energies. They combine the compassion of An-

gels with the street-smarts of Wise Ones—a kicky combination!

● Guardians—a different blend of Angels and Wise Ones, with an emphasis on justice and protec-

tion of innocents; a sort of Warrior Angel.

● EarthStars—a blend of Starperson and Wise One. The primary SoulPrint could be either one; if 

Starperson is primary, there will be more interest in “new” spirituality and teachings, while if Wise 

One is primary, there will be an additional fascination with using new technology to teach tradi-

tional wisdom.

● Wise Faes—blending Wise Ones with Nature Beings. Often the Wise One has been close to a 

particular type of Nature Being, and so it's easy to incorporate those energies into the SoulPrint. 
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From the Fae side, blending in Wise One energy helps with manifestation and being more com-

fortable in human forms.

● MerSouls—blending several Fae types or incarnating such beings as Dolphins and Whales. The 

common element is a strong, inexplicable connection to water, whether salt or fresh. MerSouls of-

ten need extra hydrating for their bodies, and truly need to live near water to stay healthy and 

happy.

And new blends crop up all the time, as savvy Souls find new options that give them some extra mojo for 

their proposed lifetime! 

NOTE: If you still find it difficult to identify your personal SoulPrint, or feel you have some sort of 

“unidentified” energy in your Soul patterns, you may benefit from a personal SoulPrint Reading/Healing 

session. Please email me at susan@graceflow.me, and we’ll set up your session as soon as possible!

Creating Success from Your SoulPrint

In your continuing journey through this lifetime,

two key factors will transform your struggles into

successes:

1. CLEAR YOUR SPIRITUAL INTERFERENCE.

These  subtle-energy issues are the single most

significant (and hidden) cause behind dysfunc-

tional patterns in health, relationships, and career

especially if those patterns don't heal after

you've diligently worked with other methods of

addressing them.

It usually takes a trained spiritual healer to effectively address spiritual interference, so do reach out to a 

healer you trust for that deep work. If you'd like to learn how I can help you to clear your specific interfer-

ence, see the end of this guide for a FREE option to start.
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2. APPLY YOUR SOULPRINT  EMPOWERING STRATEGIES.  While  they  are expressed in broad, 

general terms, they are specific to your SoulPrint and will help you greatly in your everyday life! Match a

strategy to your most pressing challenge, and ask your Soul for guidance to just the right resources to 

put that strategy into action.

Many coaches and teachers remind us that “success is an inside job.” Unlocking your inner Vault and 

accessing your SoulPrint treasures—well, that's the ultimate inside job! And truly, your Master Key to 

creating your life from the inside out.

But while success starts inwardly, it can't grow in isolation. Whatever our SoulPrint type, as embodied 

humans, we need the input, wisdom, and skills of our fellow humans to help us on the journey. We 

thrive best on a personal blend of Autonomy and Collaboration. 

So once you know your SoulPrint, seek out others you can identify as having compatible or comple-

mentary SoulPrints, and share your strengths and needs together. And feel free to contact me for sup-

port and resources, in the ways I outline at the end of this guide :-)

You came here “different” on purpose, Amazing Soul! 

And now, you can fulfill that purpose, with more ease than you previously could even imagine,

with the unbeatable combination of SoulPrint wisdom and soul-powered community.

To complete the journey we began together, it's time to go inward again, completing the circle of Spirit 

to Earth to Spirit that brings you “home again.”
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Completing the Circle: A Soul Journey Inward 

and Upward…

You've learned about your SoulPrint and your

home Realm (or Realms, if you're a Blended

Soul), and I trust you are feeling some relief and

even a deeper peace with yourself. This means

you're already rebuilding your Spiritual Core Sta-

bility.

Now, a wonderful journey of remembrance and

discovery awaits—a journey inward and upward

to your soul's Home Realm, where you can feel

“at home” again in a way that you have missed

for a long time, and bring some energy gifts back with you that will support you in your Earth life. 

To embark on this journey, first find a quiet place where you won't be disturbed for at least 30 minutes 

(for your first journey; later ones may be shorter if you desire).

Make sure you have a notebook and pen handy, to record your impressions during your journey (there 

will be opportunities to pause and take notes), or to journal in more detail after your experience. 

Do take time to write, draw, or speak about this first journey especially—it will anchor the experience into 

your daily life and help you integrate what you receive into your mind, body, and soul.

To start your journey, click the link below:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1G7F6UD4MBeG28G3PQhQDDn6AxQxwPRcA/view?usp=sharing
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Remember, you can use this journey as often as you wish, to restore your Core Strength when the world 

depletes or pressures you, or when you need to get “back on track” with your personal mission. 

The wisdom, energy healing, and gifts from your home Realm will become treasures that enrich your life 

from the inside out. They’ll open up new possibilities, exciting opportunities, and empowered perspec-

tives that allow you to succeed with ease and joy--by simply being yourself and living a Soul-Powered 

life!
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For More Inspiration

I've definitely stood upon some giants' shoulders to see and learn more about our SoulPrints and the 

Realms of Spirit! Below is an informal listing of the works that inspired and informed me in my own jour-

ney to unlock my SoulPrint treasure vault. I hope you'll find new wisdom and treasures in these books for 

yourself as well.

Realms of the Earth Angels by Doreen Virtue.

Journey of Souls: Case Studies of Life Between Lives by Michael Newton, Ph.D.

Destiny of Souls: New Case Studies of Life Between Lives by Michael Newton, Ph.D.

The Evolving Soul: Spiritual Healing Through Past-Life Exploration by Dr. Linda Backman.

The Three Waves of Volunteers and the New Earth plus The Convoluted Universe series, 

by Dolores Cannon.
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A Final Thought

You've seen how your SoulPrint holds the imprints from your deepest wounds and life challenges. And 

you also know now that your SoulPrint holds the Master Key to the deepest healing into success and joy, 

unlocking the Treasure Vault of your true purpose, special gifts, and inner power to create joy and suc-

cess.

Once you know that it's your soul that holds the harmful patterns that have hobbled and hindered you in 

your life, then it's time to go to the soul level of healing—beyond physical or mental approaches.

A soul care expert can clear, heal, and balance the subtle energies (like karmic contracts, ancestral be-

liefs, or even attached entities) that are pulling your life out of harmony. And that's what I'm here to offer 

you.

If you're ready to receive that compassionate, expert soul care and finally experience the inner peace, 

joy, and Earth-life success that is your birthright, along with the clear, pure connection to your Guidance 

that will lead you unfailingly on your journey—through even the most chaotic times—into a life that makes

you say “WOW!”— I’d love to work with you.

Read on to find out a simple (and free!) way to get started…
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Living Your Soul-Powered Life Begins

with a Breakthrough

A Breakthrough is a 50-minute, in-depth, one-on-one conversation with me where we'll:

➢ create crystal clarity on the life you WANT to create

➢ uncover the hidden soul wounds that are ready to heal

➢ identify specific action steps toward healing and momentum

➢ leave you feeling uplifted and inspired to achieve the shifts you need for lasting, Soul-

powered joy and success in your life!

To  claim your FREE  Breakthrough session with me,  just click here:

                                                Breakthrough Session

You'll be guided to set up your appointment and complete a brief questionnaire, preparing us to cre-

ate your Breakthrough together

And connect with me to learn more about SoulPrints and living a Soul-Powered life!

Website: www.graceflow.me

Email: susan@graceflow.me

Facebook: https://  www.facebook.com/susansinclairfan  

LinkedIn: https://  www.linkedin.com/pub/susan-sinclair/15/388/71b   

Twitter: @SusanVSinclair
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About Me

I often describe myself as an Unboxed Oracle, Soul Reader, 
Akashic Adventurer, Soul Contract Arbiter, and Otherworld Entity
Expert. My mission is to assist Planet Earth in Ascension—one 
Cleared Soul and Cleared Space at a time.

People come to me when they know they are More and life is 
More than what they’ve known so far. They want to cross a per-
sonal threshold to the path of their soul’s true destiny and work 
in this world, but they feel mysteriously impeded from making 
that crossing—and somehow not in command of their lives. The 
core issue that the Divine reveals and heals through me: loss of 
their Soul’s Sovereignty.

I’m devoted to helping people cross their thresholds and reclaim 
their spiritual autonomy as Sovereign Souls. Through the 
Akashic downloads I relay in sessions and guided journeys,   
people discover the Graceflow to free their souls, claim their  
purpose, and fully live the More that they came here to be, have,
and accomplish.

From my intensive studies of the work of Dolores Cannon and Michael Newton, along with personal train-
ing under sound healing pioneer Jonathan Goldman, renowned energy healer Cyndi Dale, Akashic 
Record scholar Dr. Linda Howe, and master energy mentor Jeffrey Allen, I’ve developed my signature 
SoulPrint reading skills, SourcePoint energy healing techniques, and profound spiritual mentoring prac-
tices.

As a conduit of Spirit, I’ve been privileged to bring transformative healing and guidance to hundreds of 
Amazing Souls (like you!) worldwide. 

And I'd love to have you be part of this global Tribe, for truly we are

BETTER TOGETHER! 

Onward to Your Soul-Powered Joy and Success!

Susan
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